THE COSMIC OCTAVE

As above so below
Healing with planetary frequencies
Human Fascination With The Cosmos

Before the written word, humans have been captivated by the lights in the evening and day time sky. They formed a mystical connection with the cycles of the moon, earth and sun and lived their lives in rhythm with the cosmic dance.
As humans devolved from a life in harmony with nature – their connection to the mysterious song of unity with the universe became dim. Overshadowed by materialism, humans loss step with the creative energy of Source. Many believe this disconnection is the basis of modern dis-ease.
The song of the heavens became overcast by the artificial glare emitted by the human pre-occupation of the military-medical-industrial-media complex.
Reconnection Through Science and Sound

Mathematical calculations of the rotation and orbital path of the earth, moon and sun form a bridge through the obstruction of artificial, light and sound — re-uniting and fortifying harmonic frequencies within the environment of the human physique.
Century old holistic modalities of treatment provide a framework for intentional healing through vibration. Archetypal identification of the planets throughout the consciousness of mankind allows energy to be channeled intuitively.
Frequencies of Earth

**Earth Day** 194.71 hz G
the 24 hour rotation of the earth on its axis
fortifying, generative

**Earth Year** 136.10 hz C#
the progression of earth thru the 4 seasons
grounding and balancing

**Earth Platonic Year** 172.06 hz F
cycle of earth 25,920 years through zodiac
dispersive, expansive, meditative
Frequencies of Moon

**New Moon** 210.42 hz G#  
the sun is in conjunction with moon  
opening, spiritual, feminine

**Full Moon** 227.43 hz A#  
the sun & moon are at opposite sides of the earth  
building, feminine, bridging
Frequencies of Solar Sun

**SUN** 126.22 hz B
initiatory, masculine, warming

“The sun is at heart of our solar system, not unlike the physical heart in the center of our bodies”
Hans Cousto - The Cosmic Octave
In India, Om is the symbol of primordial vibration. It is sung in “C sharp” and corresponds to the 32\textsuperscript{nd} octave tone of the earth year.
During the prelude of a sitar performance called “alapla” the entire audience joins to tune to this sacred tone; sadja - the never ending everlasting tone.
Ren Mai and Du Mai meridians

The microcosmic orbit is a Taoist practice of internal alchemy - increasing the flow and optimizing the course of Qi in the system of the eight extraordinary channels. Du Mai and Ren Mai connect together forming a closed circuit. Applying the tone of Ohm along the points on these channels can assist the system in achieving grounding and balance.
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